Courses that satisfy the integrative component of Plymouth's General Education program invite, if not necessitate, the use of frequent and varied writing assignments. A supporting document presented to the faculty in 1985 in favor of the then-new General Education program described an integrative course this way: "The course should be a capstone or culminating experience for the student....A significant level of analysis and synthesis is expected as opposed to simple presentation of facts and theories." The present General Education Handbook adds, "To the extent possible, the process of integrating material is achieved through extensive discussion and collaborative learning experiences rather than lecture, as well as through frequent writing assignments as practiced in WAC pedagogy."

Psychology and Literature, which has the distinction of being the first course at Plymouth given the integrative label, was offered for the first time in the Spring 1988 semester with an enrollment of just nine students. We, the two instructors, had spent close to a year preparing and planning. We had decided the course would compare three important theoretical approaches to psychology. The basis
for comparison would be to ask which of the approaches was most useful in analyzing literature and to ask which approach seemed best supported, if the content of literature were examined as a sort of "behavioral sample."

That first time, we studied the theories of three psychoanalysts: Freud, Jung, and Erikson; one radical behaviorist, B.F. Skinner; and three humanists: Rogers, Maslow, and Horney. After the class spent a week reading and discussing each approach, we spent several weeks reading works of literature that might be interpreted in that theoretical context.

For the psychoanalytic unit the choices were Eliot's "The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock," Shaffer's Equus, Lawrence's Sons and Lovers, Kosinski's The Painted Bird, and Shakespeare's Hamlet. For the behavioristic unit we chose Skinner's own Walden Two, Orwell's 1984, Dostoevsky's The Possessed, and Hardy's Jude the Obscure. For the humanistic unit, we decided to read Chopin's The Awakening, Ibsen's A Doll's House, Bolt's A Man for All Seasons, and Hawthorne's The Scarlet Letter.

We used a variety of writing assignments to facilitate learning. Most classes began with a five-minute quiz on the day's reading assignment. These quizzes served to motivate timely completion of these assignments and to stimulate discussion. The students wrote a research paper designed to deepen their appreciation of one of the psychological theories and a critical essay designed to allow them to practice applying psychology to literary criticism. (In later years we added a journal. That first time we were not so WAC literate as we are now!)

The most successful writing assignment, however, the one that clearly necessitated synthesis, was given in place of a final exam. Each student and each instructor was to write an imaginative paper describing one of the psychologists we had studied engaged in conversation with one of the literary characters we had encountered. We
were to place these individuals in a particular setting and write a dialogue that might occur between them.

Everyone brought these papers to the final exam meeting. That session was spent reading them to one another. Since most of us made liberal use of humor in these creations, the meeting was a most enjoyable ending for the course. More importantly, the papers took us in new directions and gave us new insights. They provided, we thought, clear evidence that the kind of synthesis that is supposed to occur in an integrative course had happened.

There follow four of these papers, two by students and two by the instructors. The first student, Jackie Plank, received her BA from Plymouth in 1989 with dual majors in English and Psychology. At that time she was an aspiring novelist. She now resides in Nashville, Tennessee. The second student, Donald Hundgen, received a BA from Plymouth in 1992 with a major in English and a minor in Psychology. He presently runs his own graphics design business here in Plymouth, New Hampshire.

**Freud and Frazier**

*by*

*Jackie Plante*

After an urgent call the evening before, Dr. Freud agreed to meet Frazier on Lake Logie. Dr. Freud does not know what the urgent matter is and can only assume a crisis of some sort has arisen for this man he once knew. This being before Frazier's establishment of a so-called Utopian society. The men are on the lake, equipped with fishing gear.

"I believe you asked me to come here because you have a problem?" Freud asks while he casts out his fishing line.
"It's important that no one knows I have come here to see you," Frazier says in a worried voice.

"Our talk will be confidential. So go on and tell what has possessed you to have us meet out here in the middle of a lake."

"I've felt as if something has been eating away at me, from the inside," says Frazier hesitantly. "Like something is missing from my life. It isn't as if things aren't going well at Walden Two, because they are going fine. It's just that I've thought about jumping off this cliff." Then in a long breath he rattles off his confusion. "It doesn't make sense to me, it doesn't make sense to say that my surroundings are pushing me to this end, being here doesn't make sense." In a final sentence, he states in a hopeless voice, "I should be talking to a Walden Two psychologist." With this surrounding air of confusion, Freud begins the treatment.

"Maybe that's where we should start then; why with me and not at Walden Two?"

Frazier contemplates his answer as he reels in his fishing line, seemingly disappointed at not having caught anything. He decides to change the lure and speaks to Dr. Freud. "What I am doing with this lure is in a sense the same reason why I am here; I need a change. The lure I was using just wasn't working for me. Do you realize I've used this lure every time I've gone fishing for ten years? I've caught fish with it, but nothing really big. Well, I want to catch something really big, whether it be fish or fame. I want to be someone. I want to be able to show people I am good at something. Now do you see why I do not want to go to anyone at Walden Two?" This he says with some rising enthusiasm in his voice.

Freud thinks a moment while watching Frazier change the lure. "You're saying it is because at Walden Two no one is allowed to shine out among the crowd;
everyone is the same. To use your analogy, everyone's tackle box has the same lure in it. Is that correct?"

"You know that is how it works at Walden. No one can be better or worse than the other. This way there is no competition to be the best, no manipulating other people, no putting your own wants and needs before the community," Frazier says in an almost convincing manner.

"Mr. Frazier, you appear quite defensive; something is indeed eating at you from the inside. It is simple to see just on the basis of what you are telling me. I will tell you you are, in fact, putting your needs before those of the community. You are here, concerned solely with yourself, and your desire to be the best. At Walden Two you can only be one of them, and your inner desires are asking for more than this equality. You built this community but cannot receive the recognition. You must throw back that big fish without even taking a picture of it. Anyone who wasn't there will never know of it. You can never elate in your success. Why? Because it doesn't matter. People can't live by these rules."

"What are my desires for, Dr. Freud?" he asks.

"They are asking to be let out. They do not want you to hold them in any longer."

"Is there a name for what I am fighting?" he asks wholeheartedly, not knowing whether or not to expect an answer.

"Yes, Mr. Frazier, you are fighting an instinct."

"Instinct? What kind of instinct? Am I abnormal?"

As Frazier says this, he catches his line in his clothing.

Freud attempts to unhook the lure. Freud then begins to talk.

"There are basic human instincts in all of us, and you are no exception. It is just as I help you unravel this hook from your clothing, it is an instinct to help you. This, of course, is a minor instinct compared to the one you are experiencing." The doctor is in a firm position and has
Frazier trying to remember what his mentor long ago had taught him.

"Instincts, I can't recall them. Are they a source of positive reinforcement?"

"What language you speak and so innocently! One does not experience instinct because it is a source of whatever that was you said. One experiences it because it is innate in us all. It's the energy we receive from our libido. Right now your libidinal energy is focused on that of aggression, the aggression instinct. You have, in fact, been experiencing it all along. Even while you built your community in order to be better than the rest of the world. You believed that the outer world was corrupting society, shaping them as you would say, into selfish animalistic people. Well, you're partly right." Frazier tries to interrupt: "Let me say..."

Freud silences him with his ceaseless assault. "But it is not the environment that shapes him or her; it is the basic innate instincts that are crying to be set free."

Frazier gets in a few words. "But look at my community. It is working; people come and stay. It is the way it was determined to be."

"Let's not talk about determinism. You don't remember instinct because you used to disagree and ignore my lectures. You'll listen now, or you will find yourself in this water with your lure."

"Go on, Dr. Freud."

"Take a look at your past. Can't you see your aggression? To build a community, my man, to build a community by your own will alone. Don't you see what this is? It is sublimation. You don't realize your animal instinct; you make yourself believe it is for the good of others, but it is not. It's for your own well-being. You are here with me now because you want someone to recognize all you have done. By your own rule you are not supposed to do this. Instinctually, this was an attempt by you to make sure no
one would be recognized. This way you could not be challenged."

"Stop! What do you make me out to be? I never once thought any of those things. It was for the good of the community, for the good of the children. They would have an endless amount of love and be prepared for life's disappointments. Dr. Freud, you may resent me for not walking in your footsteps, but don't call me a dictator."

Frazier is red with fury and worry. What if Freud is right: Had he done this to be a leader, a Jesus Christ? After all the image had passed his mind while on the cliff.

"Frazier, look at me and listen carefully. Did I once say you knew you were thinking all of these things? No, I didn't think so. I didn't because you didn't know; it was happening in your unconscious."

With this last word, Frazier's line is pulled taut, and his pole bends with the strike of a fish.

"I've got it!" He yells in his excitement. Freud helps him haul it aboard the canoe; all this was done without a hitch, and a mutual satisfaction was shared between the two men. Frazier, after the catch, is first to speak.

"If I'm not mistaken, you are leading me to the id, ego, and superego. Am I right?" he asks with a bit of realization.

"You are correct. Go and tell me more, Frazier."

"My id got me to build a community in order to show my abilities. My superego made me give the community rules so that my id intentions would not be discovered. Finally, my ego, my conscious self, brought me here to settle the repressed battle that has been raging within myself. What I thought to be a community run by positive reinforcement was actually a community run by libidinal energy and its instincts. You're also telling me it will fail unless each person has a way to sublimate his or her aggression. If not, the aggression will come out in a severe fashion because they would not dare to come for help as I
have. Why? Because they have been so influenced by my animalistic desire to control, they have adopted my false morals and values?" Freud stops him here.

"You are beginning to see it now. Relax and enjoy your catch. Whenever you must change your lure to get a bigger or better catch, or even hope to, go ahead. We are all different people with different avenues to fulfill our instincts' desires. An attempt to make all people equal will result in destruction. Don't be afraid to follow your instincts, or your repression will build again and you'll be afraid to change your lure. You may begin to think it is the only one in the box when, in fact, a better one may be right in front of you, and you may not even know it."

New Roses for Jude Fawley
by
Donald Hundgen

Jude Fawley had gone off on another of his self-mortifying drinking binges. It was like the lines from a poem by A. E. Housman:

Ale, man, ale's the stuff to drink
For fellows whom it hurts to think:
Look into the pewter pot
To see the world as the world's not.
And faith, 'tis pleasant till 'tis past:
The mischief is that 'twill not last.

And poor, wretched Jude did not so readily awake from his perfidious potations. Rather for a while did he linger in the quagmire of his inebriated subconscious, finding himself ensnared within the grasp of a most singular dream.

His eyelids, all sticky and sore, did pry themselves open to yet another darkness from the one they had hoped
to escape by opening. He was in a dark, strange room reclined upon a sofa, the structure and material of which he had never encountered in a sober state. The chamber had an odd aroma to it, of clean metal and wood and other substances he could not begin to name. After some interval of bleary scrutiny, he observed, sitting in crepuscular shadows at a very ponderous desk, just barely revealed in the light of a single, small lamp, the shape of a middle-aged woman who was apparently busy at writing something. Being not a little disoriented, Jude contrived a scheme whereby he might attract the attention of this nocturnal apparition. He groaned miserably.

The woman looked up and was indeed startled to behold so disheveled and unhappy a sight as Jude Fawley upon her couch. It was not simply Jude's identity that surprised her, for she could not clearly perceive this in the darkness, but the fact that anyone at all should be sprawled upon her sofa.

"My goodness!" she exclaimed. She had a slight accent that her visitor could not immediately place. "Now, who may you be?" she inquired. "We are after hours here, and I don't recall hearing you enter. If something is troubling you, it may be that we can set up an intake appointment for you. As it stands, I am not seeing many people at this time. You see, I am writing a book."

Jude, who had always had a weakness for books, picked himself up into an erect position on the sofa. "What kind of book?" he slurried.

"Neurosis in Our Time it will be called. It's really a very serious problem."

"New Roses? New Roses, you say? In our time? Ah, a romance! That sounds very nice," confessed Jude. "Yes, we do need more new roses. Can never have enough of them."

"You don't exactly get my meaning," said the woman patiently.
"What time is it anyway?" Jude asked.

"It's late. After hours!" The woman looked just the smallest bit disturbed. Unable to see her company very clearly, she adjusted the lamp so that it cast greater illumination on the setting of their conversation. "Good heav-ens!" she cried. "You look as though you stepped out of a book yourself! Some dusty Victorian novel!"

"Victorian?" mused Jude. "Now that's a name that rings a faint bell, though I cannot say why."

"What is your name?" the woman asked finally.

"Jude. Jude Fawley."

The woman was silent for a moment. "This is very peculiar," she muttered to herself. "Your name--is--familiar." She observed the curly black hair and the wan, desperate look of a character from literature. The clothes were certainly not up-to-date, but then some people fancied antique clothing. "I suppose," she said, "you are the Jude Fawley of Christminster, and in the acquaintance of--"

"Two very troublesome ladies!" cried Jude, leaping to his feet but almost falling. "How is it you know me and I don't know you? Who are you?"

"I am a doctor. Dr. Horney, Karen Horney, a psychoanalyst. I know you because I'm afraid you have a rather broad reputation."

"Is that so!" said Jude, collapsing again onto the sofa. "Now what have you heard?"

"I think it would be more appropriate if you tell me about yourself, because I may have heard incorrectly."

"That may be true. But you are a doctor, you say? A lady doctor? Ha!" Jude looked amazed.

"I am."

"And what was that other word? Sicko--sicko--" "Psychoanalyst."

"Is that some new approach? Is it Christian or more the model of Aristotle?"

"Neither, exactly. Have you ever heard of Freud?"
"I can't say that I have," admitted Jude, scratching his head. "Sounds German. The Germans are very esoteric. Well, what are you writing about new roses for?"

"NEUROSIS!" corrected the doctor. "It's quite a serious problem, you know. Actually, you should know very well, Jude, from what I have heard."

"What have you heard? Has Arabella been to see you?" Jude suddenly looked frightened.

"Ha ha ha, no, no, nothing like that."

"Where am I, anyway?"

"The Horney Institute in New York City. It's summer and the year is 19--"

"19--! New York City! I seem to have misplaced myself worse than ever!"

"That would appear to be the case, Jude."

"Damn demon alcohol!"

"No doubt it has played a part. Tell me, Jude, have you made any progress with resolving that--uh--conflict in your life? The two women; and that other matter?"

Jude groaned. "Ah, that is hopeless! Sue has returned to that crotchety old twit Phillotson and Arabella--she'll sleep with anyone who will marry her and help her pay the bills! Things are as hopeless as ever."

"It doesn't sound as if you are very happy."

"Would you be?" cried Jude. "As to the women, well, they both have their qualities. If only God could work a miracle and combine 'em together! As they are they are no good to themselves and no good to me. But why am I telling you all this?"

"It is natural, Jude, to want to resolve such problems and talk them out. I am perhaps the best person to tell your problems to. That's what psychoanalysts are for; to help people sort out their inner conflicts."

"Inner conflicts! There is nothing inner about Arabella and Sue! It's all as plain as day to me!"

"And you have no conflicts inside of you?"
"I have a bit of gas and a headache coming on. I believe it's not quite respectable for me to be here with you--spilling my woes to a strange lady doctor. Lady doctor! I've never heard of such a thing! It's almost as preposterous as that quack we have in our town. Vilbert's his name. At least he's got cures to sell. What have you got? Still, I could trust him about as far as I could throw a fit!"

"You are insightful in that, I suspect," said Dr. Horney.

"Ah, flattery means nothing to me. But yes, I'm not the half-wit it would seem. I've read a good many books on difficult subjects. I thought I'd be a learned man, once upon a time, but providence has had other things in mind."

"Are you dissatisfied with yourself?" asked the doctor with a sincere tone.

"With myself? Never! You always bring it back to me! That's rather unfair of you, just as life has been unfair to me. I was ready to go to Christminster! I would have gone and made a fine scholar! The old churls in their mortarboards wouldn't have it. Just because I was a poor bloke and had a skill! Why, I built the very roofs over their heads so they could fall asleep reading their fine books!"

"You sound as if you have something to be proud about, but instead you are very bitter, Jude."

"It's not what I wanted. I was capable of more. I still am! But no one will have it."

"Could it be that you are angry because you could not live out your ideal self?"

Posh! I would have if I could have! Imagine locking someone out of a future course because of a silly prejudice! Jude the stone mason! And you! A lady doctor! That comes close to straightening my curls! These must be different times indeed. I must admit that you sound fairly learned for a woman. Arabella--now she's got a figure to bring the troops home, but a brain like an empty barrel. If only there were a way to put some of her flesh on Sue, and
maybe a dash of her practical sense, then Sue would be an angel! Well, she already is an angel, but--"

"Is she really?"

"Why yes, but--but--what is all this anyway?"

"Sue would be ideal then, wouldn't she? And it would have been ideal, if only they'd said: 'Jude Fawley, come to Christminster!' You set your aspirations pretty high, and they were disappointed time and time again."

"Well, shouldn't one have high hopes?" cried Jude indignantly.

"It is good to have goals, so long as they are realistic, Jude. One must be in touch with reality as much as one's dreams and ideals. Reality is a very complex thing."

"Reality, you say! Reality is insufferable, Miss--Miss--"

"Horney. Yes, reality can be difficult. Living in society can be difficult. Sometimes we have conflicting needs, and reality does not make it easy for us. We might settle for a good fantasy. Or go drinking."

"Fantasy! Fantasy, you say! My life has been more than a fantasy!"

"It most certainly has, Jude. You have touched many people in very real ways, and yet you torture yourself because you can't seem to make up your mind over these two women, and because you couldn't go to college. You have a lot going for you just as you are, except that maybe you need to take a shower, stay away from liquor, and talk to someone about your inner conflicts. Did you know that liquor kills brain cells?"

By this time, Jude was fuming. "Brain cells!" he screamed in anguish.

"You seem to be suffering from a serious neurosis."

"New roses again!" snarled the man writhing on the couch. "I am going to lose my mind talking to you! New roses indeed! You are quite the romantic. Sue would like you."
"Not new roses! Neurosis! That's a disease suffered by people who are out of touch with their real selves."

"Real selves!"

"Yes."

"What's a real self? How can a self be anything but real?"

"Jude, have you ever felt you were not being yourself?"

"There have been times when I'd have liked to plead that, but it's always been far too real."

"Exactly. You are always real, or you always have that potential; but you think otherwise, and you make yourself jump through hoops. You torture yourself with impossible--"

"There you go again with this torture business. It's not me who is doing the torturing! It's them! It's you!"

"Yes, it often does seem like someone else is doing the torturing. That is called psychological projection, a kind of disowning of the self. But you are the one who is doing it."

"How is it that you know so much about me?"

"I have read your chart, Jude."

"My chart, where is it? I must see it!"

"It is in every good bookstore and library. You are indeed well known."

"Oh my God!" Jude gripped his skull and made a horrifying grimace. "The whole world knows about me?"

"It's generally not our procedure to be so indiscreet, Mr. Fawley, but I'm afraid that you have come to us a little late. Society has been bold, to say nothing of art and literature. It is mostly the fault of man named Thomas Hardy."

"Hardy, you say?"

"I wouldn't be angry at him. He was just trying to be his real self, but I understand it puts you in an awkward predicament. He's written quite an insightful account of
your life, by the way. I would try to get a copy if I were you. It might inspire you to come back and see me for further conversation. I'll give you a special rate, because this would be a rather special case." Dr. Horney paused and watched her unexpected client watching her across the darkness. "I'm afraid our fifty minutes is up. Do you have a place to stay, Jude?"

"Oh, it does not matter," moaned the wretched figure as he stood up. "If I am as well known as you say, someone is bound to take me in."

"Indeed, many people have, Jude," she said warmly. "I dare say you have many sympathetic fans. And there are many people in the world just like you, even today. That's why I am writing my book." She rose from her desk and fetched something out of the shadows. It was a book.

"Here is another volume I have written."

Jude looked at the title. "Our Inner Conflicts. Is this about new roses also?"

"It will tell you all you really need to know, Jude. But do come again. It's been--it's been very real."

Psychology and Literature
Final Exam
by
Robert S. Miller

"There will be another joining us in a while. Mean-
June by the doorstep when I was a girl. Then somehow I was traveling. A strange woman was my companion and seemed to be taking me somewhere. I was clothed and dry and felt I was soaring through space. The old woman explained I was, and through time too. She said we were going to New York City to the year 1950 to see a doctor. I thought it very odd."

Nora interrupted, "Why that must have been the same old woman who brought me here. I had just walked out of my house. I stood for a moment outside the door. I was wondering where to go next and whatever to do when she appeared out of the shadows. 'Just follow me,' she said. She said a doctor wanted to see me. I thought she meant my friend Dr. Rank, that he must have changed his mind. I hesitated because she was so strange. But then she offered me a macaroon, so I followed her. What a strange old woman she was, I wondered who she could have been."

"That must have been Mistress Hibbins," Hester stated. "She has special powers and brought us here also. She seemed to realize I was thinking of taking little Pearl away for a while. The child is now an heiress and needs to learn something more of the world. Mistress Hibbins approached me and said she had just become Boston's first travel agent, and volunteered to make all the arrangements."

"Oh, was that your little girl I saw on my way in?" Nora inquired.

"Yes," Hester replied.

"Oh, how I love children," Nora said. "I have three of my own. We play and play. I'll miss playing with them. Maybe I could play with little Pearl."

"As I recall, I have two children," Edna said apparently to herself. "I think they're boys."

"I usually don't entrust little Pearl to strangers, but she took kindly to that woman at the desk—they're going to the park. Pearl likes trees."
"Your Pearl will be just fine," Dr. Horney assured Hester. "I've made such progress helping Madame Stavrogin develop her repressed maternal tendencies. And she's a wonderful receptionist--so social. Mistress Hibbins found her for me in Russia--apparently she was leading quite a meaningless life."

"So Mistress Hibbins works for you," Hester said.

"Yes," Dr. Horney admitted. "She showed up here one day and claimed she could travel around time and literature and find interesting people for me to study. I figured she was a harmless narcissist and I'd humor her. So I said, 'Okay, lady, find me someone who'll make me take seriously what Freud said about the Oedipus complex.' The next day in she walks with the guy, Paul Morel. Good grief, such a mother complex! We've been at it ever since, Mistress Hibbins and I. It was only sometime later that it occurred to me she could also find me cheap help. Do you realize what a New York employment agency would have charged to find a receptionist like Varvara?"

"Maybe you should explain just why you've brought the three of us here together," Hester said with just a hint of impatience in her voice.

"The four of you, actually--there's one still to arrive. I'm in the process of refining my feminist psychoanalysis. I've broken with Freud in part because of his utterly incorrect ideas about the psychology of women. Why the bias that man himself displayed in comparing male and female development is practically by itself sufficient proof of the existence of womb envy. Penis envy indeed!"

Edna felt faint. Hester stared at Dr. Horney. Nora spoke, "Why Dr. Horney, what on earth is womb envy?"

"Nora, you of all people should know, having been married for a number of years to a veritable personification of the concept." Dr. Horney went on to explain the meaning of the term and presented a convincing argument that
Torvald Helmer indeed provided a vivid example. "It seems to me far more likely, Nora," Dr. Horney concluded that, "Torvald envies you your anatomy more than you envy him his."

Nora for once seemed lost in thought. Edna fanned herself with a handy medical journal. Hester attempted to redirect the conversation. "Dr. Horney, you still have not explained why you would want to meet the three of us."

"To study self-realization, of course. The realization of self, one's own true inner identity is, I believe, the ultimate goal of human life both for women and for men. It is the central concept in my theory. As I build my feminist psychology then, I must study examples of women who have achieved this state or are on the way to doing so. Such are hard to find in American society of 1950. Present day American culture is male-dominated. To compensate for their inadequate biological state, womb-envying men make women feel inferior. They establish obstacles to keep them out of the workplace and out of the creative professions."

Nora again appeared thoughtful, and Edna inquired of Dr. Horney whether a vague sense of *deja vu* was often a side effect of time travel. Only Hester seemed unsurprised by what Dr. Horney had to say.

"The result of all this," Dr. Horney continued, "is that many modern American women develop neurotic patterns of feeling and behaving. I want to study you, because each of you has overcome obstacles not unlike those facing modern women and have achieved or are on the way to achieving self-realization.

"You, Nora, will be interesting to study because you have just taken the first step necessary in overcoming what for you was a long-standing neurotic pattern of the compliant type. You managed when your neurosis was no longer working to make a sudden break from it. I will be anxious to see where you go from here. You, Edna, much
more gradually overcame your own neurotic pattern, the resignation type. I believe it was the influence of your friends Robert and especially Mademoiselle Reisz that brought this about."

"Mademoiselle Reisz?" Edna asked quietly.

"Yes my dear," Dr. Horney said. "She was the very first to provide you with the kind of unconditional positive regard so often associated with growth."

"And as for you, Hester. You interest me precisely because I do not yet know where you got your incredible sense of self-realization. I know only that it is so strongly established that it has withstood remarkable threats to its existence. I'll be especially interested in comparing you, Hester, to the fourth member of this group, who is like you in many ways. She too seems to have always known exactly who she is and how to maintain self in the face of any adversity. The comparison will be fascinating, however, because each of you has such a different sense of self."

Before anything else could be said, the door burst open and rushed little Pearl.

"Oh, Mother," little Pearl cried. "Madame Stavrogin has just introduced me to the most interesting woman. She is out there at this very moment, and, Mother, you must watch what she has taught me to do. Look Mother, she has taught me to make dimples."

A Tiny Opéra Serieux Awaiting a Composer

by

Henry E. Vittum

Setting: Hell--its penthouse, with three doors, each with a sign over it: left reads FREE WILLERS; right reads ACADEMY OF MENTAL SCIENCE; center reads VISITORS' ENTRANCE.
Cast:  **Sigmund Freud**, a male in his 80's with a perpetual look of surprise on his face.  
**Hester Prynne**, a female in her 40's with a perpetual look of satisfaction on her face.  
**El Shaddai**, God (what else is there to say?)

Time:  Probably.

[As the scene opens, Hester enters left. Her gown "of sombre hue" has shrunk from the heat, but her badge is as big and red and golden as ever. Her underdrawers have not shrunk correspondingly, nor has her cap. Her face is the color of a steelmaker's.]

[Moving downstage, she is heard, at first in a mutter but then in increasing volume.]

Hester:  If I had realized that it would come to this, would I have given myself to Mr. Dimmesdale? Was I a fool? Was he, in truth, only a figment of my imagination? Did he love me? Was he just an animal unpenned for the nonce? Where is he now? Does he know himself? Is he--

[Freud appears in the door left, standing there listening to the crescendo. His suit, so grayed but still so brown, has shrunk also. There is a permanent smell of singed hair about his head and beard. His cigar is eternally lit, and his eyes held always open by two charred sticks.]

--a tool of Satan? No, no, no; that was old Chillingworth, a name worthy of the body which bore it. [She puts her hand to her breast and shudders slightly. Then she begins to speak in a more reasonable volume.] This is my identity; this is my badge, this is my integrity. ADULTERESS they say it stands for. Pooh! It stands for ALLOPATH.
Freud [coming forward down right]: Now, see here, Mrs. Prynne. You have gone too far, for you are talking in my field of medicine.

Hester [turning to see the speaker]: Oh, it's you, Herr Doktor. Was ist das Leben ohne Liebesglanz?

Freud: Now cut that out. Just because I taught you some very easy German when our sessions became boring, you don't need to use your cleverness on me.

Hester: Cleverness? By the saints (am I permitted to say that here?) no one in Boston thought me very clever. They punished me for my bodyworks and paid me for my handiworks, but they never paid much attention to my mind.

Freud: Can you blame them, Mutterchen? Muss ist eine bitter Nuss.

Hester: Now, who's being clever? Or is it just plain nasty?

Freud: Tell me, Hester, why you didn't just give up, take your jewel to England, and live a better life?

Hester: Is this session going to cost me anything?

Freud: No more than I have exacted before.

Hester: You can't fool me any longer. I was once married to the devil himself, but you are no Mephistopheles.

Freud: Take care, there. You are nothing more than a feminized Faust. You sold your soul, but you think it was noble because it was for love. In your conspiracy of silence you subconsciously collaborated in your husband's desire for revenge.

Hester: What are you saying, you fiend?

Freud: Damned I may be for rejecting God, but fiend I'm not. You helped undermine that clergy-shmendrik Dimmesdale's moral and physical existence with your dream of illicit bliss. I think your outward show of piety hid the real thoughts you had. I think your whole entrance into fleshly things was an intellectual. . .

Hester: Stop it! I won't listen to that kind of judgment. I swear in the name of my creator [at that the stage trembles; there is a high, piercing whistle sound; and Himself stands
at the door marked VISITORS' ENTRANCE] that what we did had a consecration of its own.

El Shaddai [with force, but not that of a stentorian]:
Shame, Despair, and Solitude have made you strong, but taught you much amiss, to quote an eminent Salem writer who was "positively hell-fired."

Hester: Who called for you? You're not my creator. I spoke of him who spun my tragic tale and left me with the words: Be true! Be true! Be true! Show freely to the world, if not your worst, yet some trait whereby the worst may be inferred!

El Shaddai: Don't be disrespectful. I am der Heiland.

Freud [aside]: Now who's being clever?

El Shaddai [turning to Freud]: I heard that. You listen, too. I am about to give you both a lesson in love—not sex alone, Sigmund, and not heated passion, Hester—but love, sacred love. Another woman wore a letter A on her bosom, a symbol of the power of sacred, not profane, love: Amor vincit omnia.

Hester: But that Prioress was merely a creature of a poet's mind.

Freud: Why, my dear, what do think your origin was? The Garden of Eden?

El Shaddai: All right, you two, let me finish. Your act, Hester, led to nothing except darkness. The Lady's act led to light. You sinned, Hester, you sinned. And so did your lover. But your sin was worse.

Hester: Oh, you were listening to his talk [jabbing a finger in Freud's direction].

El Shaddai: The only blacker sin was your husband's.

Your sin was sexual passion; his was intellectual pride. Take care that you don't add that sin to your already blackened soul. Social worker, you may have been, but a psychologist? Never! Never! Never!
[As Himself delivers these "nevers," he fades from the doorway. Freud wags his ears at Hester and disappears through the door up right. Hester stands still for a moment looking first at the center door, then at the one right. She then turns to the audience with a triumphant gesture.]

Hester: Those two can't believe it, but I've been self-actualized!

[Lights go down. A whistling can be heard in the distance. A faint smell of singed hair lingers in the air. Hester, with hand on her bosom, smiles smugly as the curtain falls.]